
Your personal viual assistant, that can answer questions 
like “What is the outstanding of Shree Enterprises?”. 
Vision Assistant can answer over hundreds of queries and 
pe orm tasks. 

Vision Assistant

Proteus introduces document process automation. Our AI 
engine can read your scanned documents and PDFs, 
interpret its contents, intelligently pickup information 
required to create the transactions in Vision ERP.

Content Interpretation

Vision social enterprise feature has transformed the adage 
"Together we are stronger than each one of us".  into a 
digital reality. Vision, truly makes your organization which 
enables you to work with your team as a real team.

Social Enterprise

Search the enterprise the way you search the Web. 
Identify the essential information in the system with 
Search Console. Dive deep into all related transactions 
from the search results.

Search Engine

Business is no more restricted to 4 walls. Vision is 
available with you all the time, in your mobile phone. 
Pe orm all your impo ant business task right when and 
where you need. 

Mobile computing

We have provided Vision with a highly exible and 
scalable workow engine. Now approve payments, 
discounts , leaves ..  through an app with all the controls 
required for your business.

Workow

Successful Business are never simple, that is why we 
build Proteus Vision grounds up to encapsulate all 
complexity of your business process and present you 
with a simple and intuitive visual inte ace.

Simplicity

We understand you have more impo ant things to do, 
than trying to hunt for information to run your business. 
That is why we built over 350 dashboards with drill down 
capability.

Dashboards

Highlights
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Vision ERP is a full functional, new generation ERP with Finance, Sales, 
Purchase, Manufacturing, Inventory and CRM  functionality. Vision runs 
on a highly secure and reliable cloud plaorm of Amazon, to give you an 
uninterrupted usage. Sta up with Vision ERP within minutes without any 
investment in hardware and grow your business to the next level.
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Modules 
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